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Goals: Frustrations:

Checks expat Facebook 

groups in her city

Initial need to 
socialize

Responds to 
direct message

Deciding which 
platform to use to 
find friends

iPhoneiPhoneIphone iPhone iPhone iPhone iPhone / In Person Iphone / In personiPhone

Facebook Group 
Search

Comments on 
post

Attends meet upCommunicates on 
whatsapp group

Comments on recent

posts of others looking

to make friends and 
meet

Gets a direct 
message with the 
whatsapp group for 
the post

Makes 
friends

Messages to 
introduce herself 
in the whatsapp 
group

Goes to the social 
event from the 
whatsapp group

Socializes with 

group and agrees

to meet up in the

future

Searches different

social platforms

Excited 

 “Where could I meet a

group of girls like me 

that want to get a drink 

tomorrow?” 

“There’s so many groups 
where do I even start? I don’t 
want to put myself out there 
and post so hopefully 
someone recently posted for a 
meetup”

Overwhelmed 

Searches different expat 
groups on Facebook- Girl 
Gone International, Expats 
London, Lonely Girls Londn, 
Americans in London

Finds a recent post on one 
of the groups and left a 
comment that she is 
interested

Gets a direct message 
from the host to join the 
whatsapp group she 
made, and communicates 
on there.

“Awesome! I’m so 
glad to be part of 
the group! Whoa...I 
didn’t realize theres 
like 50 of us!”

“I’m so nervous but 
excited! I hope I can 
bond with some of 
these girls.”

Enthusiatic 

“This looks like fun! I’ll 
give it a shot I guess..”

Unsure 

Excited and hopeful

Attends meetup, not 
knowing anyone, in 
hopes to make friends

Disappointed

At the event

“This is fun but I 
really just want to 
see who I have 
things in common 
with.. I wish it 
wasn’t such a big 
event”

 Give expats one platform 
to find friends so that they 
don’t get overwhelmed 
with all of the options. 

 Provide a communication 
option so they can speak 
with prospective friends 
before meeting. 

 Help people find 
others they actually 
have connections and 
bonds with before 
meeting up.

 Pair people up with 
similar interests and 
hobbies to attend 
social events 

 Wants to find quality and lasting friendship
 Seeks to connect with others like he
 Wants to feel supported in a friend circle

Big social group meetups are too impersonal and 
lack individual bonding, She lacks friends with 
similar hobbies, she works online so feels isolated 
and needs socalization 

25 Years Old


Remote Marketing Manager


From: New York City


Location: London, UK


Education: Bachelors of Arts


Status: Single

“I want to find 
quality friends 

to enjoy this 
amazing 

experience 
with”

Abbey Davis


